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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

A. Conclusions 

From the research findings and discussions above, the researcher 

concluded about the vocabulary mastery in reading comprehension through 

electronic dictionary at 5st semester in UIN SMH Banten. 

The test show that more students can achieve their vocabulary mastery 

in reading comprehension above the average. The total average of 21 

students are 74,5. So that the students who achieve above the average has 

been sucesfully to mastery their vocabulary and reading comprhension based 

on the test. There were 15 students got the score above the average and there 

were 6 students got the below average.  

The Questionnare was done, and the conclusion is more students 

agree that teaching vocabulary mastery through electronic dictionary 

(Oxford Online Dictionary) as a media can help students to increase and 

mastery on their learning English, espeecially to the reading 

comprehension. 

Furthermore, most of students states that vocabulary mastery have a 

very big important role in their reading comprehension, the student said if 

they know the meaning of each word and mastery on it, they will understand 
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the text as well. Therefore the aim of the reading comprehension can be 

achieved. Also vocabulary knowledge affects on their reading achievement.  

B. Suggestions 

1. For the students 

After doing the research, the researcher found that the existence of an 

electronic dictionary (Oxford Online Dictionary) is important in English 

learning. It can be an alternative media to help students to increase their 

vocabulary mastery in reading comprehension. Use the application wisely so 

that the students can take advantages of the use of electronic dictionary 

(Oxford Online Dictionary). Furthermore, the vocabulary has also important, 

if student master in their vocabulary, it could help them to reading 

comprehension achievement 

2. For English Language teacher 

From the result of the research, the researcher found that teaching learning 

nowadays is more variables, the English Language teacher especially 

Teachers in the college can use the technology while teaching, the one of 

options for the English Language vocabulary teaching can using an 

electronic dictionary (Oxford). It proved can helps students to increase their 

mastery vocabulary in their reading comprehension. 
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2. For the future researcher 

Despite of the fact that this research had been conducted and the result had 

been provided, it did not change the fact that there were some deficiencies in 

this research. Therefore, the researcher suggest for another researcher to find 

more information which may complete and related of this research.  

 

 


